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ABSTRACT: Although increasing attention has been paid to nutritional aspects in
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), limited information is available
regarding the prevalence and consequences of nutritional depletion in a random
out-patient COPD population.
We studied body composition in relation to respiratory and peripheral skeletal
muscle function in 72 COPD patients (mean (SD) forced expiratory volume in one
second (FEV1) 53 (15) % predicted), who came to the lung function laboratory for
routine lung function measurements. Patients were characterized by the degree of
body weight loss and fat-free mass depletion. According to this definition, 14% of
the group suffered from both loss of body weight and depletion of fat-free mass,
whereas 7% had one of these conditions.
We found that tissue depletion was concomitant with lower values for respiratory
and peripheral skeletal muscle strength (46.0 (27.2) vs 77.1 (29.8) kg), and a significantly
lower transfer coefficient for carbon monoxide (KCO 64.9 (16.2) vs 81.9 (24.5) %
pred). Stratification by KCO (<60% vs >80%) also revealed significantly lower values for fat-free mass and higher values for intrathoracic gas volumes, total lung
capacity (TLC) and residual volume (RV) in the group with a KCO <60% pred.
Analysis of covariance, taking fat-free mass as covariate, indicated an independent
contribution of KCO on maximal inspiratory mouth pressure (PImax) but not on
peripheral skeletal muscle strength.
It is concluded that a substantial number of COPD out-patients suffer from
nutritional depletion, preferentially affecting peripheral skeletal muscle function.
Eur Respir J., 1994, 7, 1793–1797.

Recently, increasing attention has been paid to nutritional aspects in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), since weight loss and a low body weight correlate
with increased morbidity and a poor prognosis [1, 2].
Since 1981 several studies have investigated the
prevalence of nutritional depletion in COPD. Depending
on the patient population analysed, 20–70% of the COPD
patients were found to be underweight [3–8]. All the
reported studies were performed in selected populations,
such as hospitalized patients, patients entering rehabilitation programmes or taking part in clinical trials. Furthermore, most of the study groups consisted of patients with
severe airflow obstruction, which made it impossible to
study the interaction between nutritional depletion, lung
function and muscle function. To our knowledge, no
data have been published on the prevalence of nutritional
depletion in a random out-patient COPD population.
Nutritional depletion is generally based on body weight
expressed as a percentage of ideal weight. Body weight,
however, does not take into account differences in body
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composition among individuals. Body weight consists
of fat-mass, body cell mass (BCM) and extracellular
water. Body cell mass reflects the quantity of actively
metabolizing (liver, gut, immune system) and contracting
(muscle) tissue [9]. Approximately 60% of the BCM
consists of muscle. It is difficult to measure BCM in
clinical practice. However, it is generally acknowledged
that in the absence of excessive fluid shifts a useful
estimate of BCM is given by the fat-free mass (FFM).
Under this assumption, bioelectrical impedance can be
considered as a quick, easy and reliable technique for
the assessment of FFM [10].
In an earlier study, we investigated body composition
in a large group of patients with severe airflow obstruction
using bioelectrical impedance measurement, and reported that depletion of FFM may also occur in normal
weight COPD patients [8]. These patients suffered from
physical impairment, assessed by respiratory muscle
strength and exercise performance, even to a greater
degree than underweight patients showing a relative
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preservation of FFM. The aim of the present study was
to investigate tissue depletion in relation to physiological function measured by lung function, respiratory and
peripheral skeletal muscle function, in a random outpatient population with COPD.
Methods
Patients
The study group consisted of adult out-patients, recruited
over 4 months on attending the lung function laboratory
of the University Hospital Maastricht for routine lung
function measurement and followed up at the out-patient
department for COPD. These patients were assessed at
first presentation. None were part of a rehabilitation
programme. All patients included in this study had to
fulfil criteria of breathlessness and chronic airflow limitation, defined as a measured forced expiratory volume in
one second (FEV1) lower than the 95% confidence interval
of the FEV1 reference [11], and no significant (>10% of
the reference value) improvement after inhalation of a
β2-agonist. Patients were excluded if their health was
impaired primarily by some disease process other than
their lung disease, such as malignant disease, recent
surgery, severe endocrine disorders or sarcoidosis, or if
they had a suspected abnormal fluid balance manifested
by the presence of oedema or regular use of diuretics,
to avoid interference with the precision of the nutritional
measures. Patients with bronchiectasis or other chronic
pulmonary diseases were also excluded from the study.
Nutritional assessment
Body height and weight were measured with the patient
wearing indoor clothing and without shoes. Body height
was measured with the patient barefoot and standing,
and was determined to the nearest 0.5 cm. Body weight
was measured with a beam scale to the nearest 0.1 kg
(Seca, FRG). Frame size (small, medium or large) was
calculated from wrist circumference [12]. Body composition was assessed using the single frequency bioelectrical
impedance method [10]. FFM was calculated using a
patient specific equation based upon a linear relationship
of FFM to body height2/resistance [13]. Resistance (BIA
101/s RJL-Systems, Detroit, MI, USA) was measured
with the patient in supine position, at both sides of the
body [13]. The mean of the two resistance values was
used for analysis. Body weight and FFM were expressed
as a percentage of ideal body weight (PIBW) (FFMPIBW).
Ideal body weight was determined as the mid-point of
the weight range for a given height and frame size from
the 1983 Metropolitan Life Insurance tables [14].
Physiological function
FEV1 and forced vital capacity (FVC) were measured
with a wet spirometer (Gould Godart, Pulmonet III),
with the highest value from at least three technically
acceptable spirometric manoevres being used. Functional

residual capacity, intrathoracic gas volume (ITGV) and
airway resistance (Raw) were assessed in a body plethysmograph (Jaeger GMBH, Würzburg, Germany). Transfer
factor for carbon monoxide (TLCO) was measured using
a single-breath method. An estimate of alveolar volume
(VA) was made by subtracting estimated dead space from
inspiratory volume, and the TLCO was then corrected for
alveolar volume (transfer coefficient KCO). The lung
function variables were expressed as percentage of the
reference values [11]. Maximal inspiratory (PImax) and
expiratory (PEmax) mouth pressures were assessed as
indicators of respiratory muscle strength using the technique described by BLACK and HYATT [15]. PImax was
measured when the patient maximally inspired at total
lung capacity (TLC). PEmax was measured when the
patient maximally exhaled to residual volume (RV).
Handgrip-strength was assessed as a measure of peripheral
skeletal muscle strength. A handgrip-dynamometer was
used to determine the isometric grasp in each hand by
measuring the maximally developed strength of the flexors of the fingers. The mean value of left and right
hand strength was used for statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics are given as mean (SD). FFMPIBW
was related to PIBW and gender by multiple linear regression analysis. Since PIBW <90% is a commonly employed clinical definition of nutritional depletion (table 1),
this value and the corresponding gender adjusted value
Table 1. – Measures of physiological function categorized
by body composition
Depletion*
n
15
Sex M/F
9/6
Age yrs
64
(15)
Weight kg
54.8 (7.4)†
FFM kg
41.9 (5.8)†
PIBW %
85.2 (7.4)†
FFMPIBW %
65.1 (4.2)†
PIMAX kPa
-6.9 (2.1)
8.2 (2.2)
PEMAX kPa
Handgrip strength kg 46.0 (27.2)##
IVC % pred
82.1 (16.5)
FEV1 % pred
45.5 (15.1)#
KCO % pred
64.9 (16.2)†
ITGV % pred
113.2 (22.5)
RV % pred
120.7 (37.0)
TLC % pred
95.3 (17.5)
Raw % pred
239.2 (113.0)

Normal**
57
46/11
61
(13)
77.9 (10.7)
54.9 (6.5)
110.4 (12.5)
77.6 (6.2)
-7.6 (2.2)
8.7 (2.8)
77.1 (29.8)
87.4 (17.9)
55.2 (14.0)
81.9 (24.5)
110.2 (24.7)
118.1 (32.6)
96.0 (14.2)
206.7 (103.6)

Data are presented as mean and SD in parenthesis. *: PIBW
<90% and/or FFMPIBW <67/69%; **: FFMPIBW ≥67/69%
and PIBW ≥90%. FFM: fat-free mass; PIBW: body weight
expressed as percentage of ideal body weight; FFMPIBW:
fat-free mass expressed as percentage of ideal body weight;
PImax: maximal inspiratory mouth pressure; PEmax: maximal
expiratory mouth pressure; IVC: inspiratory vital capacity;
Kco: transfer factor for carbon monoxide; ITGV: intrathoracic
gas volume; RV: residual volume; TLC: total lung capacity;
Raw: airway resistance. Difference between depleted and
normal group: #: p<0.04; ##: p<0.01; †: p<0.001.
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Results
The study group consisted of 72 out-patients, suffering from a moderate degree of airflow obstruction (mean
(SD) FEV1 53 (15) % pred). Mean age of the 55 men
and 17 women was 62 (13) yrs. Maintenance medication
in this population consisted of theophyllines (43%), β2sympathicomimetics (41%), anticholinergics (35%), and
inhaled corticosteroids (46%). Fourteen percent of the
patients used oral corticosteroids (<10 mg·day-1).
According to our definition of nutritional depletion, a
substantial number of the study population (21%) suffered from tissue depletion (table 1). Forty seven percent
of the depleted and 13% of the nondepleted patients
exhibited recent (within 6 months) involuntary weight
loss. Figure 1 displays the distribution of the patients
by body composition into the four groups. Fourteen
percent of the patients were characterized by body weight
loss and depletion of fat-free mass, whereas 7% had either
weight loss or a depleted fat-free mass. When expressed
as a percentage of the reference value, a significantly
lower KCO (p=0.008) was found in the depleted group,
but no difference in ITGV volumes and Raw (table 1).
Although FEV1 was significantly lower (p<0.04) in the

100
90
FFMPIBW %

on the regression equation for FFMPIBW (69% (males),
67% (females)) were taken for stratification. In this
way, four groups could be formulated: 1) underweight
patients with a depleted FFM; 2) underweight patients
with a normal FFM; 3) normal weight patients with a
depleted FFM; 4) normal weight patients with a normal
FFM. Normal weight: body weight ≥90% of ideal weight; underweight: body weight <90% of ideal weight;
normal FFM: fat-free mass ≥69% (males)/67% (females)
of ideal weight; depleted FFM: fat-free mass <69%
(males)/67% (females) of ideal weight.
Groups 1–3 were considered to suffer from tissue
depletion. Comparison between groups was made using
analysis of variance. A second comparison was done by
the KCO, which may discriminate between emphysematous
(<60% of pred) and bronchitic (>80% of pred) patients
[16].
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Fig. 2. – FEV1 (% pred) plotted against FFMPIBW. No significant
relationship can be found. FFMPIBW: fat-free mass expressed as a
percentage of ideal body weight; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in
one second.

depleted group, the significance was lost when adjusted
for the difference in KCO. The relationship between FEV1
and FFMPIBW is shown graphically in figure 2. Measures of muscle strength were lower in the depleted group,
but only the difference in handgrip strength reached
statistical significance (p<0.01).
Thirty eight percent of the patients with a KCO <60%
pred (mean value 53.6 (6.8) % pred) compared with 5%
of the patients with a KCO ≥80% pred (mean value 99.1
(15.2) % pred) were considered depleted (p=0.009).
Stratification by the transfer factor further revealed
significantly higher values for ITGV, inspiratory vital
capacity (IVC), TLC and RV in the group with a KCO
<60%, whereas the degree of airway obstruction and the
airway resistance were not significantly different between the groups (table 2). Mouth pressures were lower
in the group with a low KCO, but statistical significance
was not reached (p=0.083 for PImax).
Analysis of covariance revealed a significant effect of
the KCO on peripheral skeletal muscle strength (p<0.01),
even after adjustment for spirometry or ITGV. Analysis
of co-variance, taking FFMPIBW as co-variate, indicated
a significant independent contribution of KCO on PImax
(p<0.05) but not on peripheral skeletal muscle strength.
Table 2. – Body composition and lung function categorized
by the transfer factor

79%

KCO <60%

Group 4
3
2

4%
3%

Group 1
14%
Fig. 1. – Characterization of the study group by body weight and
fat-free mass (FFM). Group 1:
: underweight, depleted FFM;
Group 2:
: underweight, normal FFM; Group 3:
: normal
weight, depleted FFM; Group 4:
: normal weight, normal FFM.

Depletion* yes/no
PIBW %
FFMPIBW %
IVC % pred
FEV1 % pred
Raw % pred
ITGV % pred
RV % pred
TLC % pred
PImax kPa
PEmax kPa

6/10##
96.4 (12.9)##
70.1 (6.5)†
95.0 (14.7)##
50.2 (13.7)
237.2 (90.2)
121.5 (22.7)†
127.0 (33.2)†
103.9 (10.8)†
-6.8 (1.9)
8.4 (2.0)

KCO >80%
108.7
78.8
81.0
57.1
194.8
88.0
107.4
87.4
-8.2
9.3

1/21
(11.9)
(6.5)
(16.4)
(14.4)
(119.9)
(22.5)
(36.7)
(14.6)
(2.5)
(2.3)

Data are presented as mean and SD in parenthesis. *: Chisquared test. Difference between emphysematous (KCO <60%)
and bronchitic (KCO >80%) patients. ##: p<0.01; †: p<0.001.
For abbreviations see legend to table 1.
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Discussion
A compromised nutritional state is a common problem
in patients with end-stage COPD. To our knowledge,
no data are available regarding the prevalence and consequences of tissue depletion in a random out-patient
population with less severe airflow obstruction. Over
four consecutive months, we assessed body composition
in all COPD patients admitted to the lung function
laboratory of the University Hospital Maastricht and
fulfilling the entry criteria. Tissue depletion was found
in 20% of this group of stable out-patients with moderate
airflow obstruction, whilst 20% had experienced recent
involuntary weight loss. Compared to our previous study
in severe COPD patients, depletion of FFM despite a
normal body weight was found in a smaller group of
patients. The minority of patients receiving oral corticosteroids did not differ in body composition and muscle
function from the group not on steroid treatment.
Nutritional depletion is thus only a substantial problem
when it is reflected in functional impairment. We therefore
investigated the suggested relationship between tissue
depletion and respiratory and peripheral skeletal muscle
function. Depleted patients exhibited lower values for
respiratory and peripheral skeletal muscle strength than
nondepleted patients, but the difference was most pronounced for peripheral skeletal muscle strength. This is
not a surprising finding if the decreased muscle strength
is primarily determined by decreased muscle mass, since
respiratory muscles comprise only a small proportion of
total muscle mass. Another possibility could be a selective
sparing of the respiratory muscles from muscle wasting.
Recent studies in severe COPD patients suggest that, in
addition to and independent of the loss of muscle mass,
oxidative muscle metabolism may be impaired [17–19].
Several studies have tried to improve muscle function in
end-stage COPD patients by nutritional supplementation,
but have failed to show a clinically significant effect.
The results of this study indicate that additional intervention studies should be conducted, particularly in this
group of patients with moderate airflow obstruction, to
investigate the relative effect of fat-free mass gain on
the improvement of respiratory and peripheral skeletal
muscle strength.
The depleted patients did not show a pronounced
difference in spirometry or intrathoracic gas volumes
from the nondepleted patients, indicating that weight loss
and nutritional depletion is not confined to patients with
severe airflow obstruction. The transfer coefficient (KCO),
however, was found to be significantly lower in the group
with tissue depletion. Stratification by KCO, which may
discriminate between emphysematous and bronchitic
patients [16, 20], also appeared to be a discriminant for
the prevalence of tissue depletion. The relationship between emphysema (based on measurements of diffusion
capacity) and nutritional depletion has been reported by
some authors, but disputed by others [4, 5]. This controversy may be explained by the patient groups studied
and the criteria to define emphysema [20]. The significantly higher values for ITGV, IVC, TLC and RV in the
group with lower KCO compared with the group with a

KCO >80% supports emphysematous changes in the
depleted group, whereas airflow obstruction assessed by
spirometry and body plethysmographic measurement of
airway resistance, was not different between the groups.
Contrary to other studies, our definition of tissue
depletion in COPD was based not only on the relative
size of body weight, but also included the size of the
fat-free mass. In agreement with our earlier study in
severely obstructive COPD patients [8], we found that
FFMPIBW was a better predictor of respiratory and
peripheral skeletal muscle strength than PIBW.
In conclusion, this study indicates that nutritional
depletion is a significant problem not only in patients
with severe COPD, but also in COPD out-patients with
moderate airflow obstruction, especially in combination
with an impaired diffusion capacity. The results further
suggest that an abnormal body composition should be
considered in the analysis of impaired respiratory and
peripheral skeletal muscle strength in these patients. The
lung function characteristics of the depleted group emphasize the role of the integrity of the alveolocapillary
membrane in the development of tissue depletion. Further
studies are needed to determine the contribution of this
lung function impairment in the pathogenesis of somatic
wasting in COPD patients.
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